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House Bill No. 211, changed by the committees on Election Laws
and Bills in the Third Reading, as passed by the House to be engrossed
on March 18.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty-Four.

An Act to reduce the Number of Signatures required on
Nomination Papers of Candidates for City Offices in
Certain Cities.

1 Chapter fifty-three of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section six and inserting in place
3 thereof the following: Section 6. Nominations of
4 candidates for any offices to be filled by all the voters of
5 the commonwealth may be made by nomination papers,
6 stating the facts required by section eight and signed in
7 the aggregate by not less than one thousand voters.
8 Nominations of all other candidates for offices to be
9 filled at a state election, and of all candidates for offices

10 to be filled at a city election except where city charters
11 provide otherwise, may be made by like nomination
12 papers, signed in the aggregate by two voters, in the
13 case of offices to be filled at a state election, and one

14 voter, in the case of offices to be filled at a city election,
15 for every one hundred votes cast for governor at the
16 preceding biennial state election in the electoral district
17 or division for which the officers are to be elected, but

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:
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IS in no event by less than fifty nor more than one thou-
-19 sand in the case of offices to be filled at a state election,
20 or by less than fifty nor more than two hundred and
21 fifty in the case of offices to be filled at a city election.
22 Nominations of candidates for offices to be filled at a
23 town election may be made by nomination papers signed
24 in the aggregate by at least one voter for every fifty
25 votes polled for governor at the preceding biennial state
26 election in such town, but in no case by less than twenty
27 voters. At a first election to be held in a newly estab-
-28 lished ward, the number of voters upon a nomination
29 paper of a candidate who is to be voted for only in such
30 ward need not exceed fifty; and at a first election in a
31 town the number for the nomination of a candidate who
32 is to be voted for only in such town need not exceed
33 twenty.

House of Representatives, Mar. 18, 1924.

Passed to be engrossed.
Sent up for concurrence.

JAMES W. KIMBALL, Clerk.






